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Introduction 
During the period of time in the summer, I contacted various companies regarding any possible work 
experience/placement opportunities in the area of website development (both front-end and back-
end aspects). Although I was largely unsuccessful in Bath and Winchester and their surrounding 
areas, an agency called ‘The ICE Agency’ were very kindly able to offer me a week’s worth of work 
experience in their studio situated in Winchester of which I am very appreciative of. This was 
undertaken between the 8th and 12th October 2018, excluding the Thursday of that week as I had to 
be present in my lectures on that day. Throughout the week I was able to learn new areas I had 
never really discovered before and I am very grateful to be provided with this experience as I am 
sure it will help me to improve as a website developer. This document simply shows the areas 
undertaken during the week with screenshots and annotations provided. Please note that, due to 
the fact that I wanted to learn as much possible during my time at ‘The ICE Agency’, this has 
therefore meant that some areas are documented in more detail than others. 
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The Initial Stages 
After being shown around the studio and meeting the people who worked there, I was then helped 
with setting up several accounts for different pieces of software of which will be shown below. 

Establishing a ‘Bitbucket’ Account 
It was explained to me that ‘Bitbucket’ was something that was similar to ‘Github’ but that it allows 
you to have a certain amount of private repositories for free whereas with ‘Github’ you have to pay 
a subscription to access this: 

The Bitbucket Website 

 

After establishing an account with ‘Bitbucket’, and ‘Atlassian’ in order to use ‘Bitbucket’, I then could 
view the repositories that were available to me which would allow me to upload files if I wished: 

The Bitbucket Interface 
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Installing Sourcetree 
Another aspect I was helped with was installing a piece of software called ‘Sourcetree’ where I 
cloned a repository that I was invited to by ‘The ICE Agency’: 

The Sourcetree Website 

 

This was done through selecting the button highlighted above and once this was completed I was 
then able to open ‘Sourcetree’ and use this if I wished: 

The Interface of Sourcetree 

 

From this interface I understand that the area highlighted above is where changes could be added to 
this through submitting items called ‘commits’ and this is similar to ‘Github Desktop’ which allows 
for collaborative working through pushing and pulling changes. 
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Installing the Website Browser Google Chrome 
As I didn’t currently have ‘Google Chrome’ at the start of the week because I had always used 
‘Microsoft Edge’, it was advised that I should have ‘Google Chrome’ as it is much better for 
development, allowing for more options. Therefore, I installed this and this can be viewed below: 

The Google Chrome Website 

 

I installed this via the button highlighted above and then pinned this to my taskbar so that I could 
easily access this when required: 

Pinning the Google Chrome Browser to my Taskbar 

 

The Google Chrome Browser 
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The Brief for this Work Experience 
I was invited to something called ‘Jira’ which allowed me to view the tasks set by the company 
throughout the week and these tasks can be viewed below: 

The tasks set for Myself for the Week of Work Experience 

 

Although the set tasks above did exist, I was informed by one of the developers at ‘The ICE Agency’ 
that the objective for the week was to ensure that I learnt new aspects relating to website 
development and that it didn’t matter about the outcome, for example it wouldn’t have mattered if I 
had completed the whole task or completed some of the task. 
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Establishing WordPress 
The first area I had to undertake was downloading and creating a project folder where ‘WordPress’ 
could be utilised. To begin I visited the ‘WordPress.org’ website and selected the ‘Get WordPress’ 
button to begin the download to my computer: 

The WordPress.org Website 

 

I then extracted the files and folders from the ‘ZIP’ file to a newly created folder called ‘walnut’ 
situated in the ‘htdocs’ folder of ‘MAMP’: 

The ‘walnut’ folder (left) and its Contents (right) 
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It is also worth noting that I was helped to install both Node JS 8 and Gulp JS as well as several 
plugins for my chosen text editor, ‘Sublime Text 2’, and it was explained that I would be able 
integrate ‘SASS’ and undertake shortcuts through viewing the ‘Emmet’ documentation as well as 
making the development process easier: 

Installing Node JS 8 (Allows for ‘npm’ Commands to be Executed, enabling the downloads for many 
Pieces of Software such as Gulp JS) 

 

Installing Gulp JS (Entering Highlighted Code into the Command Prompt)  
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As would have been seen on the page before the previous one, there was another folder called 
‘walnut-ice’ which was the folder provided by the company that included their finished files for the 
project as this was a previously completed project. Even though I would be constructing two of the 
pages based on provided ‘Adobe Photoshop’ files, this was something that would then allow me to 
view with regards to their code if I wanted to help myself and learn of the way that something could 
be completed. 

Regarding the WordPress setup, I then created a database which this could link to and ultimately 
allow me to use the WordPress interface. I created a user for this database, choosing a username 
and password: 

Creating the Database using phpMyAdmin via MAMP 

  

However, when going through the process required through the ‘wp-config.php’ file, I encountered 
the following error: 
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After asking for some assistance, the problem was then resolved by entering the file manually (wp-
config.php) and changing the username and password to ‘root’ of which this then worked: 

Changing the Username and Password in the file 

 

This then allowed me to create the details for the ‘WordPress’ software (website name, username, 
password, etc.) of which I then managed to login with and now I was able to access the user 
interface of WordPress: 

The WordPress Login Screen 

 

The WordPress Dashboard Interface 

 

This now meant that this task was fully complete and I could now move forward onto the next task. 
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Footer Section 
Analysing the Footer Section 
To begin this task, I explored how the footer section was structured on the finished website 
(https://www.walnutunlimited.com/) using the ‘inspect’ tool provided by ‘Google Chrome’: 

Inspecting Aspects of the Footer Section 

 

 

https://www.walnutunlimited.com/
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Building the Footer Section 
Establishing the file and Implementing into WordPress 
Due to the fact that the footer section would be an aspect that would need to be referred to in both 
the home and about pages of the task, I therefore needed to create a file called ‘footer.php’ and the 
process for this can be seen below: 

Establishing the file called ‘footer.php’ 

 

As this was all that needed to be completed, all that was required now was to use the following 
‘PHP’ code to call the content included inside this file to the page that was calling it: 

The Required PHP Code to use the Footer Content in a Page 

 

Coding the Footer Section (Highlighted Stages and Problems) 
After understanding that different containers were used in different circumstances from the analysis 
shown previously, I therefore first of all assigned a ‘div’ with a background colour for the footer 
section but this didn’t work. Consequently, I then assigned some testing text to understand if the 
files were functioning properly and this aspect worked which meant that they were: 

Assigning the Background Colour to the Footer Section in the CSS file 

 

Entering some Testing Text into the PHP file 
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The Outcome of this on the Web Page (The Testing Text Worked but the Background Colour hadn’t 
Applied) 

 

I had soon realised that the incorrect code had been entered for the background colour and I then 
corrected this, resulting in the background colour now applying to the footer section: 

Correcting the CSS Code for the Background Colour 

 

The Outcome of this on the Web Page (This was now Successful) 
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After solving the previous problem with the footer section, I then tried to display the items inline but 
this didn’t work with the problem causing this being highlighted below: 

The Issue with the Items not Displaying inline 

 

The ‘padding’ was Adding Additional Space which Caused both Elements to be Displayed on Separate 
Lines 
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Although I had already begun the task, after seeking advice with the previous problem, I was 
informed that ‘Flexbox’ would be better to use for structuring containers. I had heard of this before 
but had never used this so this was a new experience for myself and one which I could experiment 
with during the work experience for some, if not all aspects: 

The Code for the Footer Section before using Flexbox in the PHP file 

 

The Code before using Flexbox - CSS 

 

As is evident, at this stage, I had structured the footer section into several containers. The main 
container was called ‘main_footer’ which determined the background colour of the footer as well as 
holding the content inside with the ‘footer_content_container’ helping to position the content 
further inwards in order to create space around the content through ‘padding’. Both the 
‘footer_inside_left’ and ‘footer_inside_right’ containers related to the different sections of the 
footer with the left container being implemented to contain the social media and legal elements and 
the right container consisting of the methods of contact. Within the right container were the sub-
containers called ‘fir_container’ to separate the section into the different types of contact. 
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I then began to utilise ‘Flexbox’ through integrating code from ‘w3Schools’ to help: 

Utilising w3Schools to help with Flexbox 

 

 

After integrating the code from ‘w3Schools’, I then found that the background colour for each 
container wasn’t showing but I then found that I needed to apply this to the following: 

Assigning the Background Colour to the Highlighted areas below to help Visually Identify the 
Structure of the Footer at the Current Stage and to allow for Changes 
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This then solved the problem as will be seen below: 

The Background Colour now Appeared for each Container 

 

 

I then began to progress with structuring the footer section after this problem had been resolved 
but whilst doing this, I then encountered another issue relating to setting the widths for the 
containers. However, I then realised that ‘display: flex;’ needed to be used as a result of undertaken 
research. I was also advised that I needed to apply ‘justify-content: space-between;’ to allow for the 
space between the different parent containers called ‘flex_container1’ and ‘flex_container2’: 

Setting ‘display: flex;’ for the Parent Containers and Widths for the Child Containers 

 

 

The Outcome of this on the Page 

 

As is evident above, this then helped to structure the containers in the footer section of the page. 
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At a later stage, whilst continuing to style the footer section, I had noticed that part of the aspect 
which contained the addresses would disappear into white space whilst viewing the page on a 
browser window which had been reduced in size: 

The Current Issue with Part of the footer Disappearing on the Page 

 

The Current CSS Code in the CSS file 

 

As is evident, at this stage, the footer section had changed significantly from the previously shown 
outcome. The most evident changes included adding more sub-containers to divide the footer into 
several sections with ‘flex_container3’ and ‘flex_container4’ being added. Space had also been 
implemented around the content through the use of ‘padding’ for the ‘main_footer’ as well as 
around each sub-container, also through the use of ‘padding’. The final aspect to note is the 
integration of ‘justify-content: center;’ and ‘align-items: center;’ into the ‘main_footer’ container to 
help position the content inside centrally. 
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Regarding the previously explained issue, I then removed the widths, heights and ‘padding’ from the 
‘flex_container’ ‘classes’ and also removed the width and height from the ‘main_footer’ container as 
well as adding ‘space-between’ to the ‘justify-content’ as this would add some space between each 
sub-container inside. This then helped to resolve the problem shown below: 

Changing the Styles in the CSS file as Explained above 
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The Outcome of this on the Web Page – Before Reducing the Size of the Browser Window 

 

The Outcome of this on the Web Page – After Reducing the Size of the Browser Window 

 

 

At a later stage, as part of the footer section included links to the social media accounts on the 
required outcome, I therefore believed this to be a good area to implement into the footer next. To 
begin, I examined the code on the current website produced by ‘The ICE Agency’ and then 
understood that I needed to add the link to an external stylesheet containing all of the relevant icons 
in order to show the social media platforms: 

Examining the Code and Integrating the Same External Stylesheet into the file I was Working on 
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After integrating this external stylesheet into the ‘head’ section of the file, I then integrated some 
code from the ‘w3Schools’ website to help display the social media icons. However, I then realised 
that the icons were displaying smaller than required on the page: 

Adding the External Stylesheet link into the ‘head’ Section 

 

Adding the Social Media Icons to the Footer Section from ‘w3Schools’ 

 

The Outcome on the Web Page - The Icons were now Displaying Smaller than Required 
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To resolve this issue, I added the style ‘font-size: 30px!important;’ to the ‘.fa’ class which related to 
all the icons. The ‘!important’ aspect would cause my stylesheet to override the external stylesheet 
and hence, cause the icons to display larger. This process can be viewed below and please note the 
screenshots were captured at a later date which is why there is a mail icon included also: 

Adding the Style Explained above to the ‘.fa’ ‘class’ in the CSS file 

 

The Outcome of this on the Web Page (This was now Successful) 

 

 

After progressing further with the footer section, I decided to add ‘padding’ as currently, the 
elements were fairly close to each other and required to be spaced apart further as will be seen 
below: 

The Issue with the Sections being Positioned too Close to each other whilst Reducing the Browser 
Window Size 
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Adding ‘padding’ to the different Sub-Containers in the CSS file 

 

The idea of adding ‘padding’ would allow there to be some space between each sub-container and 
as a result prevent the sections from becoming positioned too close to each other. This was then 
reflected with the outcome of the changes above: 

The Outcome of this on the Web Page (The Elements were now Spaced further Apart) 
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Another issue I had encountered whilst building the footer section was the fact that the address 
aspect was displaying in a column format whilst on a desktop screen resolution when it needed to 
displayed in a row format: 

The Issue with the Addresses in the Footer Section 

 

From my memory, I believe that the problem was being caused by the ‘responsive_fflex’ ‘class’, 
created for the purpose of responsiveness as will be evident later on, as at the time this may have 
had ‘flex-direction: column’ applied to this. In order to resolve this issue, I therefore added the ‘flex-
direction’ as a ‘row’ instead and this resolved the issue: 

Adding the ‘flex-direction: row;’ to the CSS file 

 

The Outcome of this on the Page (This was now Successful) 
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The Final Outcome of the Footer Section – Desktop Version 
Due to the reason that I wanted to learn as much as possible, this is therefore why previously only 
certain aspects were shown. However, the final outcome can be viewed below for the desktop 
version, showing both the different code and outcome itself on the web page: 

The Final HTML/PHP Code 
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The Final CSS Code 

  

As was evident above with both the ‘HTML’ and ‘CSS’ code, the ‘main_footer’ container acted as the 
parent container where the background colour was applied as well as the ‘flex-direction’ which 
determined the way the content inside was formatted, in this case in a row format. As well as this 
‘padding’ was applied to help add space around the content inside and the ‘justify-content: space-
between;’ and ‘align-items: center;’ helped to centre this content. Within the parent container were 
sub-containers called ‘flex_container1’, ‘flex_container2’, ‘flex_container3’ and ‘flex_container4’ 
where the main aspect applied was ‘padding: 10px;’ to help add space around the content as shown 
previously with regards to the issue when reducing the browser window. The styles for the ‘button’ 
determined its appearance with aspects such as the ‘letter-spacing’ spacing the letters of the text 
inside and the ‘font-family’ determining the font inside with the ‘hover’ aspect allowing for the 
background colour and colour of the text to change when hovering over the ‘button’. 

The Final Outcome on the Web Page 
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Coding the Footer Section to make it Responsive 
As well as building the footer section for desktop devices, I also added some code in order to make 
the footer section adapt to mobile screen sizes. Please note that only certain aspects have been 
highlighted below as I was attempting to learn as much as possible during the work experience. 

Whilst I was attempting to make the footer section of the page responsive to fit on mobile devices, I 
encountered an issue with regards to the fact that the addresses section was displaying both of the 
addresses in a column format and not next to each other. This is evident below: 

The Current Code at the time 
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The Current Issue with the Addresses Section of the Footer 

 

As a result, I therefore added a new container called ‘responsive_fflex’ to position around both of 
the elements shown previously which would allow myself to apply ‘flex-direction: row;’. This would 
help to position both of the addresses inline with each other: 

Adding the New Container and Applying ‘Flexbox’ to this in the CSS file 
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This then caused the problem previously to be solved: 

The Outcome of this on the Web Page (This was Successful) 

 

Whilst I continued to progress with this aspect and after being informed that I could arrange 
elements through the use of the ‘order’ style, relating to ‘Flexbox’, I then applied this to position the 
different aspects of the footer in the required order: 

Applying the ‘order’ Style in the CSS file for the Footer Aspects within the ‘Media Query’ 
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The Outcome of this on the Web Page (The Aspects of the Footer were now Positioned in the Correct 
Order) 

 

 

The Final Outcome of the Footer Section – Mobile Version 
The final code as well as the outcome of the footer section can be viewed below when scaling down 
to mobile devices. Please note that only the ‘CSS’ code will be shown as the ‘HTML’ code didn’t 
change: 

The Final CSS Code 
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The Final Outcome 
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Header Section 
Analysing the Header Section 
To begin this task, I explored how the header section was structured on the finished website created 
by ‘The ICE Agency’ (https://www.walnutunlimited.com/), using the ‘Developer Tools’ on ‘Google 
Chrome’ to do this: 

Inspecting Aspects of the Header Section to Help Understand the Structure 

 

 

https://www.walnutunlimited.com/
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Building the Header Section 
Establishing the file and Implementing into WordPress 
Due to the fact that the header section would be an aspect that would need to be referred to in both 
the home and about pages of the task, I therefore needed to create a file called ‘header.php’ and the 
process for this can be seen below: 

Establishing the file called ‘header.php’ 

 

At a later stage, I believed it to be easier to create the visual banner section relating to the header in 
both the home and about page files as I had different background images for each (please see the 
‘Initial and Changed Header Background Image Integration’ section for further details). This now 
meant that the following and final outcome of the ‘header.php’ file appeared as follows: 

The Final Code for the ‘header.php’ file 

 

As is evident above, the main aspects of this file were the fact that several links were being used to 
relate to external stylesheets with a good example being the link to ‘font awesome’ to allow for use 
of icons. 

As this was all that needed to be completed, all that was required now was to use the following 
‘PHP’ code to call the content included inside this file to the page that was calling it: 

The Required PHP Code to use the Header Aspects in a Page 
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Initial and Changed Header Background Image Integration 
The purpose of this section is to show the process I undertook regarding the background image of 
each header section on the home and about pages before reverting to the method shown 
previously. 

I learnt, whilst using ‘WordPress’ to create a custom field for the background image of the header 
section of each page, that I would need to add the code for this section to each page in order for this 
to work properly as each banner image would be different: 

The Moment I Realised the Method I needed to Undertake in Order to Display the Background Image 
for the Banner on each Page 

 

 

As is evident above, at this stage I had integrated the custom field for the background images into 
the ‘header.php’ file and I then realised that the background image would need to change and only 
applying this once would mean that I wouldn’t be able to change the background images of both 
pages. 
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Therefore, I undertook the process explained above of adding the code to each individual page 
rather than the ‘header.php’ file where the custom fields would relate to the page’s field group that 
had been created: 

Adding the Banner Image to the ‘index.php’ file – The Home Page 

 

Adding the Banner Image to the ‘about.php’ file – The About Page 

 

 

Whilst undertaking the process shown above, I encountered a problem with the fact that the 
background image wasn’t showing on the page: 

The PHP file at the Current time for the Home Page 

 

The Problem with the Background Image not Displaying on the Web Page 
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Therefore, I then tried integrating the background image through the ‘CSS’ file instead as I knew 
from previous experience that this could be done in this way. However, the issue still remained: 

Adding the link to the Image in the CSS file 

 

The Issue Still Remained on the Web Page as the Background Image wasn’t Appearing 
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After undertaking research on the Internet, I then managed to discover something which I integrated 
into the files I had: 

Removing the Code Highlighted before in the CSS file 

 

Adding in the Code found from Undertaking Research on the Internet 
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This now solved the issue I had experienced before and the background image was now displaying as 
it should on the page: 

The Background Image now Appeared on the Home Page 

 

After completing this on the home page, I encountered an issue with the ‘About’ page as this wasn’t 
working on this page. However, I then managed to find why by analysing the settings of the custom 
field: 

Analysing the Settings and Discovering the Issue 
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As would have been noticeable above, I had forgotten to set the ‘Return Value’ as an ‘Image URL’ 
and instead had ‘Image Array’ which was why the image wasn’t showing. However, I then changed 
this and this then displayed on the page: 

Changing the ‘Return Value’ to ‘Image URL’ on WordPress 

 

The Outcome of this Change (The Background Image now Appeared on the About Page) 
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Coding the Header Section 
After undertaking the previous processes, I then moved onto styling the header section of the page 
and I tried applying ‘padding’ around a couple of the elements in order to create two sections that 
were spaced apart. However, this didn’t work as will be seen below: 

Adding ‘padding’ in the CSS file 

 

The Issue with no Spacing/‘padding’ around the Elements on the Page 
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After realising that this hadn’t been successful, I then moved on to try and integrate the logo into 
the header section but I also encountered a problem with this as this didn’t show on the page: 

Integrating the Logo into the PHP file 

 

The Outcome on the Web Page (The Logo didn’t Show) 

 

However, I then realised that there was a certain way of integrating images into a web page through 
‘WordPress’ and placed the following code into the file which then solved the issue: 

Adding the Required Code in order for the Image to Display 
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The Outcome of this on the Web Page (The Logo was now Appearing) 

 

 

I then tried a similar method for the background image of the header as I thought that this would 
also work successfully, however this didn’t as will be evident below: 

Integrating the following Code into the PHP file 

 

The Outcome on the Web Page (This Didn’t Show the Background Image) 
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Therefore, as a result, I tried implementing ‘background-image: url(“images/hero-home.jpg”)’ as I 
thought this may help to display the background image. Unfortunately, this didn’t work either: 

Adding the ‘background-image’ to the CSS file 

 

The Outcome of this on the Web Page (This Didn’t Show the Background Image) 

 

 

I then tried adding a height and a width to the container as I thought that because this hadn’t been 
set, that this would therefore cause the image to not display. However, this also didn’t have any 
effect on the outcome as will be seen below: 

Adding a Height and Width to the Container 
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The Outcome of this on the Web Page (This Didn’t have any Effect at all) 

 

 

I continued to try and solve the issue by adding the full ‘URL’ of where the image was located which 
then resolved the issue and now the background image appeared on the page where required: 

Adding the Correct format for the Image URL 

 

The Outcome of this on the Web Page (The Background Image was now Displaying) 
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After completing the previous task, I then tried placing the logo in the centre of the main header 
container by utilising both ‘margin: auto;’ and ‘text-align: center;’  but this wasn’t successful: 

Styling the ‘logo’ ‘class’ to try and Centre the Image on the Web Page 
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The Outcome on the Web Page (This Didn’t Work Vertically on the Page) 

 

 

After seeking some advice from the developer, I then was told that I could utilise both ‘margin-left: 
auto;’ and ‘margin-right: auto;’ to help achieve placing the logo within the centre of its container of 
which can be viewed below. Please note I had to add ‘!important’ to this as well as to the ‘display: 
block;’ style in order for this to work successfully: 

Adding both ‘margin-left: auto’ and ‘margin-right: auto;’ as well as the ‘!important’ Attribute in the 
CSS file 

 

 

I also added ‘padding’ to help position the logo’s container further down from the top of the page, 
although some other aspect may have been applied as well but from analysing the page, I was 
unable to find what this was: 

Adding the ‘padding’ to the Container of the Logo on the Page 
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This then helped to position the logo where required on the page for the header section as can be 
seen below: 

The Outcome of this (This Positioned the Logo Correctly) 

 

 

Whilst progressing further with the header section, I tried changing the styles of the header so that 
the background image would be able to reduce in size when resizing the browser window with 
everything inside this section being responsive. To begin, I started by changing the background 
image properties displayed below with the ‘inherit’ value in my opinion meaning that it would 
inherit the height of its container when changing: 

Changing the Styles in the CSS file 
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This changed the background image, however, this now caused the background image to be centred 
and not cover the entire screen as will be seen below: 

The Current Header Section before the Changes 

 

The Header Section after the Changes in the CSS file (The Image was Centred and Didn’t fill the Whole 
Page) 
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I then continued attempting to acquire the outcome that I wanted by trying many different aspects 
but it was at this stage that I had implemented aspects which seemed to have solved the issue. 
These were ‘background-size: cover’ to make the background image cover the whole of its container 
and changed the height of the actual container to ‘600px’ so that the image wouldn’t be shortened 
by its container in height with the width still adapting to the width of the screen resolution: 

Adding the Aspects mentioned above into the CSS file 
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The Outcome of this on the Web Page (This now Seemed to have Worked) – Before Reducing the 
Browser Window’s Width 

 

The Outcome of this on the Web Page (This now Seemed to have Worked) – After Reducing the 
Browser Window’s Width 
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As I wanted to explore different areas during the work experience, another area I explored was 
starting to experiment with the animation assigned to the ‘hr’ tags within the header section of the 
page: 

The ‘hr’ tags in the PHP file 

 

Adding the CSS Animations to both of the ‘hr’ tags 

 

As would have been evident above, at this stage I was attempting to animate both ‘hr’ tags so that 
they would rotate and join as one at the end of the animation. This was integrated through the use 
of ‘@keyframes’ where the name of the animation could be referred to in each of the ‘classes’ for 
the ‘hr’ tags as well as setting the duration for the animations via the ‘animation-duration’ style.  
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However, due to the fact that I was finding it difficult to do this without the outcome appearing 
unprofessional, I therefore changed this to another animation where a ‘span’ would expand and 
cause the effect of a growing circle. The code for this can be viewed below: 

The ‘@keyframes’ Animation called ‘animation3’ 

 

The ‘span’ Element with the ‘animation3’ being Assigned to it 

 

 

As will be seen above, to achieve the required outcome, I changed the width and height of the ‘span’ 
element to increase with a ‘border-radius’ set at ‘50%’ to create the circle shape. Also, I changed the 
‘opacity’ from ‘1’ to ‘0’ to create a fading effect. The outcome of this can be viewed below: 

The Process of the ‘span’ Element Animating on the Page 
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The Final Outcome of the Header Section (Desktop and Mobile) 
Due to the fact that I wanted to achieve many different things during the work experience, this 
therefore meant that I had progressed further than shown previously. However, the final code for 
the header section can be viewed below: 

The Final HTML/PHP Code for the Header Section on the Home Page 

 

The Final HTML/PHP Code for the Header Section on the About Page 

 

As is evident above, custom fields had been integrated into the header sections for both of the 
pages relating to the background images and headings and the ‘hr’ tag had been included in each to 
create an underline effect. One final aspect to note is that the ‘span’ tags had been included in the 
home page where I had been experimenting with the animations shown before. 

The CSS Code – Desktop 

  

As is evident above, the ‘header_container’ related to the header section as a whole, utilising 
‘Flexbox’ to display the containers inside in a column format through ‘flex-direction: column;’. It is 
also worth noting that the ‘justify-content’ and ‘align-items’ were set to ‘center’ so that the 
containers would be positioned centrally, both horizontally and vertically within the header section. 
The ‘header_flex1’ related to the container for the logo which allowed for the logo to be positioned 
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centrally on the page. The width and height of this container would be ‘30%’ with the ‘logo’ ‘class’ 
relating to the logo itself that would have a height of ‘auto’, allowing for the image to resize 
according to different circumstances. The other areas of the ‘logo’ ‘class’ had been explained before 
which allowed for positioning of this centrally on the page. 

The Final Outcome – Desktop for both Pages (Home Page first and then About Page Second) 

 

 

The Final Outcome – Mobile for both Pages (Home Page first and then About Page Second) 
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Building the Home Page 
The Required Outcome from the Provided Design 
As I was supplied with two ‘Adobe Photoshop’ files, one for each page relating to its design, this was 
something that was used to understand how to approach the task. The design for the home page 
can be viewed below: 

The Adobe Photoshop file for the Home Page Design 
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Linking the ‘index.php’ file to WordPress 
Although this was completed at a later date during the work experience, one area I had managed to 
implement was the fact that I could link the ‘index.php’ file to a created ‘WordPress’ page called 
‘Home’ via a page template created in the ‘PHP’ file. This then allowed for a custom web page to be 
created with the code being integrated into the ‘WordPress’ page. This can be viewed below: 

Creating the Template Name Called ‘Home Page’ in the PHP file 

 

Creating the Page and Assigning the Template Name to the Created WordPress Page, Producing a 
Page Template 
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As well as undertaking the task shown above, I also integrated custom fields to allow for changing of 
specific content on the page. This was through the use of the ‘Advanced Custom Fields’ plugin which 
was installed and activated. This then allowed for creation of a field group for the home page called 
‘Home Page Custom Fields’ where custom fields were created for each piece of content that needed 
to be able to be changed. This process can be viewed below: 

Installing and Activating the ‘Advanced Custom Fields’ Plugin on WordPress 

 

Creating the Custom Fields Group and Assigning this to the Page Template Called ‘Home Page’ 
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After creating the field group, I then created each of the custom fields which would link to each of 
the required aspects in the ‘PHP’ file. This would be through the ‘Name’ aspect and this process can 
be viewed below: 

Creating the Custom Fields on WordPress 
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Assigning the Custom Fields’ ‘Names’ to the Required Aspects in the PHP file (Examples Highlighted) 
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After assigning the correct custom fields to the correct areas of the code, this then allowed for 
changing of the content in the fields on the page created in ‘WordPress’ of which can be seen below: 

The Custom Fields now Appeared on the Created Page, Allowing for Edits 
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To begin with creating the home page based on the provided design, I first of all established a file 
called ‘index.php’ where I called both the header and footer sections to implement these onto the 
page: 

Establishing the Page and Calling both the Header and Footer files whilst also Adding Temporary 
Code into the ‘index.php’ file 

 

The Outcome on the Web Page 
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Although relating to the header/banner section of the home page, I was then advised by the 
developer at ‘The ICE Agency’ that including ‘flex-direction: column’ would help to position each of 
the items in a column format and that I should also add the ‘justify-content: center’ and ‘align-items: 
center’ so that the content would be centred: 

Adding the Suggested Code to the CSS file 
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The Items were now Positioned Centrally in a Column format on the Page 

 

 

After this had been resolved, I then inspected the logo to try and understand how to centre this in its 
container and this process can be seen below: 

The Current State of the Logo (CSS file) 
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The Current State of the Logo (The Outcome on the Web Page) 

 

Inspecting the Logo on the Web Page 
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I then tried altering some of the ‘CSS’ code to try and align the logo to the centre of its container. 
This was done by removing ‘align-items: center;’ and applying ‘align: center’ instead: 

Altering the ‘logo’ Class in the CSS file 

 

The Result of this on the Web Page (This had no Effect on the Outcome) 
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I therefore then tried adding a few more styles as well as adding the ‘!important’ attribute to the 
end of the styles as I thought that this may force the web page into placing the logo image in the 
centre of its container. However, this didn’t work either as will be evident below: 

Adding a few more Styles and the ‘!important’ Attribute to the CSS file 

 

The Outcome of these Changes on the Web Page (No Effect on the end Result) 
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Therefore, as a result of this, I began working on the other sections of the home page instead as I 
thought I would be able to revisit the section above at a later date. 

The section I began with was the first introductory part of the home page as will be seen from the 
provided ‘Adobe Photoshop’ file shown below: 

The Required Outcome in the Provided Design file 

 

 

The first problem I encountered with this section was the fact that the subheading was appearing 
inline instead of below the title: 

Issue with the Subheading Appearing inline next to the Title of the Section 
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After progressing from the previous problem shown above due to struggling with attempting to 
make this function, I then, during the following day, attempted to get a colour to show on the home 
page but it wouldn’t as will be seen below: 

Changing the Colour of the ‘h2’ tags in the CSS file to the Required Colour 
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The Outcome of this on the Web Page (This didn’t Change the Colour of the h2 tags) 

 

 

I then thought that if I changed the colour from a ‘RGB’ value to a ‘HEX’ value that this might solve 
the problem: 

Changing the Colour Value from ‘RGB’ to ‘HEX’ in the CSS file 
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The Outcome of this Change on the Web Page (This didn’t Change Anything Regarding the Outcome 
on the Page) 

 

 

I first of all thought that changing the aspects shown above wasn’t working due to not being on the 
right section of the page but this wasn’t the case as will be shown below through adding a logo for 
testing purposes: 

Adding the Logo Image into the PHP file to test if this Would Work 
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The Outcome of this Testing (The Logo appeared on the Web Page) 

 

I then tried adding the ‘!important’ attribute to both the ‘font-family’ and ‘color’ styles to attempt to 
force the styles to be applied but unfortunately this didn’t work either: 

Adding the ‘!important’ attribute to the CSS file 
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The Effect of this on the Page (No Effect on the Outcome) 

 

 

I then decided to begin working on another section of the home page, the philosophy section, 
analysing this section through the ‘Development Tools’ provided by ‘Google Chrome’: 

The Required Outcome of the Philosophy Section from the ‘Adobe Photoshop’ file 
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Analysing the Philosophy Section on the Completed Website by ‘The ICE Agency’ through the 
‘Developer Tools’ on ‘Google Chrome’ 
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At this stage, I had realised that the ‘CSS’ styles were still not applying and by asking the developers 
at ‘The ICE Agency’ why this was, I was then tod that the reason why the ‘CSS’ wasn’t working when 
adding new styles was because ‘Gulp JS’ wasn’t running which was required to apply the ‘CSS’. 
Therefore, I was helped to execute the following commands in ‘Command Prompt’ to run ‘Gulp JS’ in 
the created ‘walnut’ folder: 

Running Gulp JS through Command Prompt on Windows 

 

 

The Welcome Section/First Section 
After running ‘Gulp JS’, with the styles now applying, I then found that whilst progressing on the first 
section of the home page, the content was being displayed in row format as opposed to column 
format: 

The Required Outcome of the first Section of the Home Page 
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The Styles at the Current time for the Introductory Section of the Home Page and the Outcome on the 
Page 

  

Therefore, I changed the ‘flex-direction’ from ‘row’ to ‘column’ for the ‘class’ called 
‘home_introduction’ as I thought this may help to display the content with the blue background in a 
column format. However, this caused the image to be placed above the information with the 
information still being displayed in a row format. This is evident on the following page. 
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Changing the ‘flex-direction’ of the ‘home_introduction’ ‘class’ from ‘row’ to ‘column’ in the CSS file 

 

The Outcome of this Change on the Web Page (The Image was now Displaying above the text instead 
of next to it with the text Section still remaining in a row Format) 
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As a result of this, I therefore added ‘flex-direction: column;’ for the section that contained the text 
and changed the ‘flex-direction’ from ‘column’ to ‘row ’for the ‘home_introduction’ container. This is 
because I believed that applying a ‘flex-direction’ to the text section would help it to display in a 
column format without being affected by the ‘flex-direction’ of the parent container. Regarding the 
‘flex-direction’ of the ‘home_introduction’ container, this was changed as both the image and text 
sections needed to be displayed inline with each other. These changes were then successful with the 
required outcome appearing on the page: 

Altering the Styles as Explained above within the CSS file 
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The Outcome of this on the Web Page (This was now Successful) 

 

 

During another stage of the work experience, I then refined the appearance of the button/link for 
the introduction section as currently this was not as how it should have appeared: 

The Current CSS Code for the Button/Link in the Introduction Section in the CSS file 
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The Current Appearance of the Button/Link on the Web Page 

 

As is evident above, the button needed to be wider in width as at the moment, this was currently 
creating a compact appearance where the text would be placed on separate lines. 

 

Therefore, I altered the width of the button/link to ‘100%’ as currently this was creating a squished 
appearance and also added a ‘border-radius’ of ‘30px’ to add curves to the edges of the button/link: 

Making the Alterations to the Button/Link in the CSS file as Explained Above 
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The Outcome of these Changes on the Web Page (The Button/Link was now more Professional as 
Required) 

 

 

Whilst undertaking this process, I had discovered the fact that ‘Advanced Custom Fields’ would allow 
for changing of the background colour of a section and I experimented with this as seen below: 

Creating the Custom Field in the Field Group for the Home Page for the Introduction Section to allow 
for Changing of the Background Colour 
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Assigning the ‘Name’ aspect to the Required Aspect in the PHP file 

 

Selecting the Required Colour of the Section on the WordPress Page 

 

The Outcome of this on the Page (This now Changed the Background Colour) 
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The Philosophy Section 
After completing the previous task shown above with regards to structuring the first section of the 
home page, I then continued to inspect the philosophy section of the home page using the 
‘Developer Tools’ on ‘Google Chrome’. This was to help myself understand how to approach this 
area of the page regarding structure and positioning of items: 

Inspecting the Finished Website by ‘The ICE Agency’ by using the ‘Developer Tools’ on ‘Google 
Chrome’ 

 

 

It was at this point that I realised I needed to use ‘Flexbox’ again to help create the required 
structuring of this section of the page and so therefore started to undertake the following shown 
below: 
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The Current Formatting of the CSS file Regarding the Philosophy Section of the Home Page before 
Applying ‘Flexbox’ 

 

As is evident above, I had created three containers for this section. The ‘philosophy_section’ 
container acted as the parent container which would determine the width and height of the whole 
section. I also assigned the provided background image to this container through the use of the 
‘background-image: url(“”);’ style whereby I set the background image size to ‘100%’ in width and 
‘auto’ in height to help adjust to different screen resolutions. Also, with relation to the background 
image, ‘background-repeat: no-repeat;’ was implemented to prevent the background image from 
being shown more than once on the page. The ‘philosophy_title’ container related to the aspect 
which would consist of the title called ‘OUR PHILOSOPHY AT WALNUT UNLIMITED…’ with the width 
being set to ‘50%’ as well as using ‘display: block;’ and ‘margin: auto;’ to hep centre the container. 
This was the same with regards to the ‘quote_container’ container which had been created to hold 
the quote itself. Please also note that ‘display: block;’ was utilised to each container underneath 
each other so that both the title and content wouldn’t be displayed inline. 
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The outcome of these added aspects at the current time can be viewed below: 

The Current Outcome on the Web Page of the Philosophy Section of the Home Page 

 

 

Whilst progressing further and integrating ‘Flexbox’ into this area of the home page, I then realised 
that I needed to place both the title and quote containers so that they would be more central within 
their parent container ‘philosophy_section’: 

The Current State of the CSS file Regarding the Philosophy Section of the Home Page 

 

As can be seen above, at this stage, I had added ‘flex: 50%;’ to both the title and quote containers as 
I understood that this could be applied instead of widths. I had also added ‘padding’ to the parent 
container ‘philosophy_section’ in order to space each aspect inside away from the edges of the 
section. Also, instead of utilising ‘display: block;’ and ‘margin: auto;’ to both position the title and 
quote containers on separate lines and centre them, I had integrated ‘flex-direction: column;’ into 
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the parent container to display the content in column format and also ‘justify-content: center;’ and 
‘align-items: center;’ to display the content centrally. 

The outcome of this can be viewed below: 

The Outcome of this CSS on the Philosophy Section of the Home Page (The Containers Weren’t 
Spaced far enough apart from the Edges of the Page) 

 

As a result of the problem stated above, I therefore added some ‘padding’ as I thought this may help 
to push each container further away from the edges of the section, hence helping to centre the 
containers more. Instead, I realised that too much ‘padding’ would cause the appearance of the 
containers to become non-existent: 

Adding Excessive Padding to the CSS file 
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The Impact of this on the Outcome on the Web Page (The Containers would Begin to Disappear) 

 

After seeking advice, either from the developer or from online sources, I then understood that I 
could add widths to ‘Flexbox’. Therefore, I added a width to the quote container as this was the 
container that was causing the majority of the issue and I reduced the ‘padding’ of the parent 
container to prevent the issue, shown previously, from happening again: 

Adding a Width to the Quote Container and Reducing the ‘padding’ of the parent Container within 
the CSS file 
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The Outcome of this on the Web Page (The Containers were now Positioned more Centrally on the 
Page) 

 

 

After solving the previous issue, I then attempted to place the title container to the right-hand side 
of the parent container so that the message would be displayed on the right. I attempted to 
complete this by adding ‘float:right;’ as I thought this may help to position the container to the right. 
Unfortunately, this didn’t work and the container remained centrally as will be displayed below: 

Adding ‘float: right;’ to the Title Container in the CSS file 
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The Effect of this Change (This Didn’t Position the Container to the Right of the Parent Container) 
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After attempting to integrate ‘text-align: justify;’ into this container, I soon realised that the width of 
the title container needed to be same as that of the quote container as this would then allow myself 
to position the text instead of trying to position the container itself. Positioning the text to the right 
would allow this to be placed where the width finished, hence being vertically inline with the quote 
container. This process can be viewed below: 

Adding the Width of ‘70%’ to the Title Container within the CSS file 
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After making the previous alterations, this now meant that the width of the title container was now 
the same as the one positioned below containing the quote. This is evident with the provided 
screenshot below: 

The Width of the Title Container was now the Same as the Quote Container Positioned below 

 

 

In order to make the title position itself to the right-hand side of its container, I had, at a later date, 
assigned a new ‘class’ name whereby I implemented ‘text-align: right;’. I also applied this to a new 
parent container called ‘quote_container1’. This was to ensure that the text was aligned to the right 
and as a result of implementing these aspects, this was then successful: 

Assigning the Style ‘text-align: right;’ to both of the new Containers within the CSS file 

  

The Outcome of this on the Web Page (This Positioned the Text to Right of its Container) 
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After completing the previous stage, I then further analysed the philosophy section on the current 
‘live’ website to try and understand how to now position the text to the right of its container: 

Using the ‘Developer Tools’ on ‘Google Chrome’ to Inspect this Section 
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From undertaking this miniature task, I understood that ‘text-align: right;’ had to be used and so 
therefore, I implemented this into the coded page I was currently working on. However, I had 
difficulties in attempting to make this function correctly on the web page as will be seen below: 

Aligning the text to the Right in the PHP file by adding the ‘style’ Attribute 

 

 

The Effect of making this Alteration (This wasn’t Successful) 
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Consequently, I then decided to apply this style to the container of the text and integrate the 
‘!important’ attribute to try and force this to apply properly. However, this didn’t resolve the 
problem as will be seen below in the provided screenshots: 

Applying the ‘!important’ Attribute to the Title Container in the CSS file 

 

The Effect of this on the Web Page (This Also wasn’t Successful) 
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After returning to the philosophy section of the home page at a later time, I started to begin working 
on another aspect which was how to position the quote images correctly. Firstly, I again analysed 
how the quotes were placed on the page through the use of the ‘Developer Tools’ by ‘Google 
Chrome’. This was to assist myself in understanding which processes I would need to undertake in 
order to achieve the required outcome. 

Analysing the Placement of the Quotes within the ‘Our Philosophy’ Section of the Web Page Using 
the ‘Developer Tools’ on ‘Google Chrome’ 
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From analysing the previous aspects shown above, I then realised that each quote was contained 
within a container of their own. Therefore, after undertaking this analysis, I started to complete this 
task. 

The first issue I experienced related to the fact that the quotation text didn’t want to remain in its 
container, meaning that this overflowed outside of the container whilst reducing the browser 
window, hence creating an unprofessional appearance on the page: 

The Current CSS Code 

 

As is evident above, the code shown is that relating to the philosophy section as a whole, the title 
container and also the container that consisted of the quote itself. At this moment in time, most, if 
not all of the code had remained as the same as shown previously. 

The Current Issue with the Quotation text not Remaining in its Container 
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As I was struggling to understand why the problem above was occurring, I then sought advice from 
one of the developers at ‘The ICE Agency’. Consequently, I was then informed that ‘display: flex;’ 
didn’t need to be included in the container holding the text and so therefore, I removed this. This 
process can be seen below: 

Removing the ‘display: flex;’ Style in the CSS file - Before 

 

Removing the ‘display: flex;’ Style in the CSS file - After 
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The Outcome of Removing this Style from the CSS file (The text now Remained in the Container) 

 

After resolving the previous issue, I had now encountered another problem where the container 
holding the quotation text itself wouldn’t remain in the ‘Our Philsophy’ section of the page and 
overflow onto the next section, creating an untidy appearance likewise to before: 

The Current CSS Code 

 

As can be seen above, the code for the philosophy section at this stage hadn’t changed and 
remained as the same as shown before. 
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The Current Issue with the Quote Container Overflowing onto the Next Section of the Web Page 

 

Following on from this, I then changed the height of the main container from ‘900px’ to ‘auto’ and 
from reviewing this I knew that the reason why the content was overflowing was because the height 
was at a set amount whereas ‘auto’ would allow the section to reposition itself to hold the content 
inside it. This then resolved the problem and the container was now displaying as it should have: 

Changing the Height of the Main Container in the CSS file from ‘900px’ to ‘auto’ 
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The Outcome of this Change on the Web Page (This now Resolved the Issue) 

 

After experiencing some initial problems not relating to the quote images, I then eventually began to 
attempt to implement these aspects into the page. I first of all attempted at integrating ‘float: left;’ 
for the first quotes as I believed that this would position the image to the left and away from the 
text, hence placing the image to the left and the text to the right. However, this wasn’t successful as 
will be seen below: 

Adding ‘float: left;’ for both the Image and Container Classes in the CSS file 

 

The Outcome of this on the Web Page (This had no Effect and Ultimately Placed the Elements in the 
Opposite Direction to what was Expected) 
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After progressing further with the work experience project, I encountered an issue, whilst 
attempting to make the philosophy section responsive for mobile devices, where the quotation 
marks would be placed on top of the quotation container instead of overlaying this and as a result, 
cover some of the text placed next to it. Please note, that at this stage, I had managed to place the 
quotation image to the left and the title to right: 

The Issue with the Quotation Image being Placed on top of the Quote Container rather than 
Overlaying the Container 

 

At this stage, I thought it would be best to fix this issue whilst viewing the website on a desktop 
screen resolution as this would allow myself to then apply any necessary changes to the mobile 
version afterwards. To begin, I undertook analysis of this section of the page through the use of the 
‘Developer Tools’ provided by ‘Google Chrome’ to help integrate different aspects of code in order 
to understand which parts were affecting others: 

Utilising the ‘Developer Tools’ to Analyse the Section on the Web Page 
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Due to the fact that I had noticed that there was a considerable amount of space above the 
container, I then removed the ‘padding’ from the parent container called ‘philosophy_section’ as I 
thought this may help to resolve this issue. However, this didn’t remove the space as will be evident 
below: 

Removing the ‘padding’ from the ‘philosophy_section’ Container in the CSS file 
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The Outcome of this on the Web Page (This was Unsuccessful in Removing the Space) 

 

 

I then decided to remove the quotation image to try and start from the beginning to help myself 
understand how to resolve this problem. As a result of removing the image, I soon realised that this 
was the aspect causing the issue with the space above the container as will be evident below: 

The Outcome after Removing the Quotation Image (This Removed the Spacing Issue) 
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After then progressing further with this aspect of the page, at this stage the current outcome for this 
section appeared as shown below: 

The Current CSS Code 

 

As is evident above, I decided to assign the quotation image to a newly created container called 
‘quote_container1’ which would be displayed on a separate line to the title container. From 
memory, I believe this was to help position the quotation image as required without affecting any of 
the other containers in this section. I also set the width for the quotation image to ‘20%’ with a 
height of ‘auto’ so that this would display as a small image which could then reduce in size when 
reducing the screen resolution. The outcome of this can be viewed below: 

The Outcome on the Page 

 

As is evident above and as explained previously, I had placed the quotation image back into the code 
and assigned it its own container to try and help myself structure the section as required. 
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After progressing event further with this aspect of the philosophy section, I now currently had the 
following outcome for this section of the page: 

The Current Key Aspects of the CSS Code 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This related to both of the containers for the 
quotation images with the second containing 
‘transform: rotate(180deg)’ to rotate the image in 
order to make it appear as a closing set of 
quotation marks 

This ‘class’ related to the container containing the 
title for the quotations section to be placed next 
to the first quotation image with ‘text-align: right;’ 
being used to place this to the right-hand side 
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The Current Outcome on the Web Page Whilst Reducing the Browser Window 

 

 

As now I had a well-structured layout for the quotations sections, I thought I could add ‘margin-top’ 
in order to push the first quotation image down the page, hence making it overlap onto the border 
of the quotation text container. However, after attempting to do this, I then found that this wasn’t 
successful as is evident below: 

Adding the ‘margin-top’ Style to the CSS file as well as ‘background: yellow;’ to Understand if the 
‘margin-top’ Style would Function Correctly 
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The Outcome of this on the Web Page (This Wasn’t Successful and the Quotation Image Remained as 
it did Before) 

 

 

After realising that the previous attempt hadn’t worked, I then tried adding the same style of 
‘margin-top’ to the actual image itself as I believed this may have a better effect due to it being 
applied to the image itself and not its container. However, again, this was unsuccessful as will be 
seen below: 

Adding ‘margin-top’ to the ‘class’ Relating to the Actual Images in the CSS file 

 

The Outcome of this on the Web Page (This was Unsuccessful and the Same Issue Remained as 
Before) 
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As I was struggling with this aspect, I then sought for advice and, as a result, was informed that 
setting the position of the container to ‘relative’ and the position of the quotation image to 
‘absolute’ would work and only apply to the container with ‘relative’ and not any other container in 
the whole section or page. This, then as explained worked successfully and the outcome of this can 
be viewed below: 

The PHP file with the Containers to be Changed in the CSS file 

 

Applying the Different Position Styles to these Containers in the CSS file as Explained Before as well as 
adding the ‘top’ and ‘left’ Attributes to Position the Quotes where Required 
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The Outcome on the Page (The Quotation Images were now Appearing as they Should, Overlapping 
the Quotation Text Container) 
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The Work Section 
After analysing the required outcome of this aspect of the home page by partly viewing the design 
file, I then began to build the work section of the home page. Whilst beginning to do this, I found it 
difficult to understand why the images and content regarding the work placed on the left of the 
section weren’t inline and this issue can be seen below: 

The Required Outcome of the Work Section in the Design file 
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The Current CSS Code for this Section of the Page 

 

As is evident above, the ‘work_section’ container acted as the parent container for the work section 
where the ‘flex-direction’ was set to ‘row’ in order for both the highlighted work and other work 
sections to be placed on the same row as each other. The background colour was also set within this 
container. Both the ‘sw_section’ and ‘bw_section’ containers related to both of the containers that 
would contain the highlighted work as well as the other work. The ‘flex-direction’ would be set to 
‘column’ for each with a set width of ‘50%’ each in order to provide equal space to each container. 
The final containers to note at this stage were the those called ‘work_piece1’ and ‘work_piece2’ 
which related to each of the containers holding the content in the other work section where a ‘flex-
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direction’ was set to ‘column’ so that the content would be displayed in a vertical format and each of 
the containers also had a set width of ‘50%’ to ensure for equal spacing of each container. A ‘class’ 
was also assigned to the images placed at this stage where a width of ‘200px’ was set as well as a 
height that was set to ‘auto’, allowing for resizing when reducing the dimensions of the page. One 
final aspect to mention is that a height of ‘auto’ was set for each created container so that these 
would readjust when resizing on different devices. The outcome of this section as this moment in 
time can be viewed below, with the issue explained previously being highlighted: 

The Current Issue with the Images and Content not being Displayed Inline but in a Block Format 
Instead 
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As a result of experiencing this, I therefore changed the ‘flex-direction’ of the ‘sw_section’ from 
‘column’ to ‘row’ as I thought that this would display the items inside this section horizontally rather 
than vertically, hence solving the issue shown above: 

Changing the ‘flex-direction’ of the ‘sw_section’ from ‘column’ to ‘row’ in the CSS file 
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However, this wasn’t successful and now placed the items for the whole sub-section in a row 
instead, leaving the other work aspects in a column format as will be shown below: 

The Outcome of this on the Web Page (This Wasn’t Successful and Changed the Incorrect Aspect 
Instead) 

 

 

After trying the previously shown attempt, I then removed ‘display: flex;’ from both containers as I 
thought this may stop the elements from displaying in a column format. However, again this had no 
effect on the web page and the problem still remained as is evident below: 

Removing the ‘display: flex;’ Style from both of the Other Work Containers within the CSS file 

 

The Outcome of this on the Web Page (This Problem still Remained on the Page) 
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Whilst progressing with other aspects of this section due to the fact that I was finding it difficult to 
resolve the issue shown above, I encountered another issue that was related to ‘Flexbox’. This was 
regarding displaying the case studies button as the button was being placed outside of the container 
consisting of the highlighted project which wasn’t required as will be shown below: 

The CSS Code for this Section of the Home Page at the Current Time 

 

As is evident above, I had created a new container called ‘cs_btn_container’ which would consist of 
the button itself and I had assigned a ‘flex-direction’ of ‘column’ as I thought this may help to 
position it underneath the other content in this section. However, as is noticeable on the following 
page, this didn’t work and placed the button in a row format next to the container it should have 
been placed within. 
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The Current Issue on this Section of the Home Page (The Case Studies Button was being Placed 
Outside of the Container) 

 

 

As a result of seeing this issue, I used the ‘Developer Tools’ on ‘Google Chrome’ to attempt to 
identify and inspect how the current website created by ‘The ICE Agency’ had been structured within 
this section to attempt to resolve the issue I had with my version. This would be completed through 
gaining an understanding of how I could approach this area: 

Using the ‘Developer Tools’ on ‘Google Chrome’ – Analysing the Container of this Section on the 
Home page of the Completed Website 
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Using the ‘Developer Tools’ on ‘Google Chrome’ – Analysing the Case Study Button Section on the 
Home Page of the Completed Website 
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After undertaking the previous task, I then understood that the case study button aspect was placed 
underneath the other content inside this section in another container. Subsequently, I believed then 
I restructured the formatting of this section with regards to the layout of the ‘divs’, ensuring the 
‘cs_btn_container’ was separated from the others: 

Restructuring the ‘divs’ in the HTML file with the ‘cs_btn_container’ being Separated from the other 
Containers 
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Restyling the ‘cs_btn_container’ ‘class’ in the CSS file 

 

As is evident above, I removed the ‘flex-direction’ and added further styles regarding the colour, 
border and font-weight as well as adding a ‘hover’ effect so that when hovering over the button this 
would change its background colour as well as text colour. This had now resolved the issue but 
please note that the reason why the button was now displaying below the other sections was due to 
the fact that ‘flex-direction: column;’ had now been applied as oppose to ‘flex-direction: row;’, 
causing everything inside to be displayed in column format unless stated otherwise. The outcome of 
this can be viewed below: 

The ‘flex-direction’ had been Altered from ‘row’ to ‘column’ for the Parent Container ‘work_section’ 
within the CSS file 

 

The Original Outcome not Exactly Relating to the Code Shown above 
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The Outcome of the Code Shown above 

 

 

At another stage of building this section of the home page, I discovered that the highlighted work 
section was positioning itself outside of the parent container that it was in when it should have been 
inside the container: 

The HTML and PHP Structure of the Whole Work Section at the Current time 

 

As can be seen above, at this current time, I had structured the section so that there would be both 
a section for the highlighted work and for the other work. Regarding the highlighted work section, I 
had divided this into a title and content section where the ‘featured_text_container’ consisted of the 
heading and paragraph text for the highlighted work. 
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The Issue with the Highlighted Work Section Displaying Outside of the Whole Work Section, as 
Explained above 
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Therefore, to attempt to position the highlighted work section within the main section, I therefore 
made some alterations to the current code: 

The CSS Code – Before Changes 
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The CSS Code – After Changes 

 

As is evident above, I believe that the aspects which corrected the issue were removing the 
‘padding’ from the ‘bigger_work’ container as well as adding ‘display: block;’ and ‘margin: auto;’ to 
the ‘featured_text_container’. Both of these aspects would help to reduce the space around the 
highlighted work section as well as helping to position the container consisting of the title and 
paragraph text centrally. 
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The changes shown previously then resolved the problem and now this part of the work section 
would appear without moving outside of the container whilst reducing the browser window size: 

The Issue had now Been Corrected 
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During the last day of the work experience I thought it would be beneficial to add a hovering effect 
over each image relating to the different pieces of work, as this was currently shown by both the 
required outcome as well as the current website produced by ‘The ICE Agency’: 

The Hovering Effect Shown by the Required Outcome 

 

 

In order for this to function correctly, I needed to add an image overlay to the images for the work 
section and I used the ‘w3Schools’ website to help with this. This would help to cause the faded 
background to appear on the page with the text also. Several containers had to be assigned with 
different ‘classes’ in order to produce the required outcome and this process can be viewed below: 

Adding the Required Containers called ‘image_container’, ‘middle’ and ‘text’ as well as the ‘class’ 
Called ‘image’ to the Image in the PHP file 
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Adding the Required CSS Code for the Previously Created Containers/‘classes’ 

 

As is evident above, the ‘image_container’ ‘class’ would be displayed as ‘relative’ with the 
background colour assigned to it so that when hovering over, this would display the background 
colour with also the ‘text’ container which would consist of white text. The ‘middle’ container had 
been positioned to the centre of the ‘image_container’ through the use of ‘top: 50%;’, ‘left: 50%;’ 
and ‘transform: translate(-50%, -50%);’. The final aspect to note is the ‘image’ which related to the 
actual image itself, being displayed at ‘100%’ in width and with a height of ‘auto’ to adjust in size 
when its container, ‘image_container’ changed in dimensions. Please note that the ‘CSS’ code was 
later modified slightly to that shown on the following page. 
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The Later Modified CSS Code 

 

As is evident above, I had removed the background colour from the ‘image_container’ hover effect 
as this wasn’t required and I had changed the background colour for the ‘text’ to transparent. This 
was because I thought this would help to create a circular shape when hovering over the images 
through also adding a ‘border-radius’ of ‘50%’. Other adjustments were made to the ‘text’ ‘class’ 
with letter spacing and a bolder font-weight being added to reflect that of the required outcome 
shown previously. 
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The outcome of the hover effect can be viewed below: 

The Outcome of this on the Web Page (Before Hovering Over an Image) 

 

The Outcome of this on the Web Page (Whilst Hovering Over an Image) 
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The Events Section 
At another stage of the work experience, I then decided to start creating the events section for the 
home page and in order to begin, I integrated the code from the footer section to utilise for the 
structure. This was because the structure was identical for both the footer section and events 
section of the home page. This process can be viewed below: 

Integrating the Code from the footer Section to Begin 

 

The Outcome of this at the Current time (This Duplicated the Footer onto the Web Page) 
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After progressing further with this section of the home page, I then encountered an issue with 
regards to the text not showing and as a result, I needed to change the colour of the text to white 
for this to show as will be evident below. I also applied the ‘!important’ attribute to help ensure that 
the colour would be changed: 

Changing the Colour for the text on one of the Headings in the file 

 

The Outcome of this Change (This Caused the text to now Show with the Others not Showing due to 
the fact that no Changes had been made to these) 
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Another issue I experienced whilst also progressing even further was the fact that the I couldn’t align 
the title of the events section to be above the images and sub-headings as will be seen below: 

The Current CSS Code 

 

As is evident at this stage, I had established a parent container called ‘events_section’ which 
contained the background colour of the section as well as having a ‘flex-direction’ of ‘row’ assigned 
to make the aspects inside display horizontally. To add space around the content inside, ‘padding’ 
was also included with ‘align-items: center;’ and ‘justify-content: center;’ being included to centre 
the content inside. Another container had been created to hold the title, called ‘events_title’ with 
the four other containers called ‘flex_container’ relating to each of the images and their content. 

The Current Issue with the Title being Positioned inline with the Other Content on the Page 
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To solve this issue, I then added a few new containers into the ‘HTML’ code and applied some styles 
to one of these in the ‘CSS’ code to test if this would have an impact regarding the positioning of the 
title and the other content: 

Adding the new Containers Called ‘title_flex’ and ‘content_flex’ to the file 

 

Adding the Styles for one of these Newly Created Containers in the CSS file 

 

As is evident above, I thought adding ‘flex-direction: row;’ to one of the newly created containers 
and changing the ‘flex-direction’ of the ‘events_section’ from ‘row’ to ‘column’ would help to resolve 
the issue. 
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At this moment in time, the current outcome on the page appeared as shown below: 

The Outcome of this on the Web Page 
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As is evident above, the title was appearing above the other content but I now needed to revert the 
formatting back to its original version as the other content needed to be displayed in a row. 

I then progressed and added some styles for the ‘content_flex’ ‘class’ with the key aspect being ‘flex-
direction: row;’, allowing for the content to be displayed in row format as opposed to column as 
seen before: 

Adding the Styles for the ‘content_flex’ ‘class’ in the CSS file 

 

The Outcome of this on the Web Page (This was now Successful) 
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After managing to correct the structure of this section, I now needed to make this appear as that 
shown on the required design below: 

The Required Outcome in the Provided Design file 

 

Whilst beginning to undertake this work, I encountered a problem with the position of the heading 
for the section as highlighted below: 

The Current CSS Code at the time 

 

As seen above, I had tried to set the width of the title section so that it would appear central on the 
section, as a result appearing in the same position as the content container below it. 
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The Current Problem with the Heading Section being Longer in Width than the Content Section below 

 

Consequently, I then decided to set the width of each section to ‘100%’ so that I could start from the 
basics and progress further. However, whilst undertaking this, I experienced an issue with trying to 
position the content centrally: 

Setting the Widths of the ‘title_flex’ and ‘content-flex’ Containers to ‘100%’ each in the CSS file 
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The Current Issue with the Content not being Positioned Centrally on the Page 

 

 

After beginning to struggle with achieving the required outcome, I then utilised the ‘Developer 
Tools’ on ‘Google Chrome’ to help understand and analyse how I could progress further. This process 
can be viewed below: 

Utilising the ‘Developer Tools’ in ‘Google Chrome’ 
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From undertaking the previous process, I thought maybe adding ‘flex: 50%;’ to the ‘title_flex’ ‘class’ 
would reduce the width of the title section and hence cause the content to become centred as a 
result: 

Adding the ‘flex: 50%;’ to the ‘title_flex’ ‘class’ in the CSS file 
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However, after testing, I realised that this didn’t help to centre the content as is evident below: 

The Outcome of this on the Web Page (This Wasn’t Successful) 

 

After the previously failed attempt, I then tried adding the width to the main container and reducing 
the other widths of the title and content sections as I thought this may help centre the content: 

Adding the Width to the ‘events_section’ Container and Reducing the Widths of the ‘title_flex’ and 
‘content_flex’ to ‘50%’ each in the CSS file 
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After testing, I realised that this had centred the content to an extent. However, the content was 
now overflowing and placing itself outside the content container as is evident below: 

The Outcome of this on the Web Page (This was Unsuccessful) 

 

After struggling with this aspect, I decided to undertake Internet research and after this process I 
had identified something which I implemented and as a result, solved the issue at hand: 

Implementing ‘justify-content: center;’ and ‘align-items: center;’ into the CSS file to solve the Problem 
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As would have also been highlighted above, I also had to place the style ‘display: flex;’ in the 
‘title_flex’ ‘class’ as this would allow for the ‘justify-content’ and ‘align-items’ styles to function 
properly. 

The outcome for this solution can be viewed below: 

The Outcome of this on the Web Page (The Content was now being Displayed Centrally) 

 

 

After realising that this had now worked, I then progressed further, removing the background 
colours as these weren’t required and I also attempted at changing the font colour through the 
method shown below. However, this didn’t work: 

Attempting to Change the Colour of the text and Removing the Background Colours in the CSS file 
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As would have been evident above, I utilised the ‘!important’ attribute to try and force the text 
colour to change. However, this didn’t work as can be seen below: 

The Outcome of this on the Web Page (This Wasn’t Successful) 

 

After realising that the previous attempt hadn’t been successful, I then decided to apply the same 
method to the ‘events_title’ ‘class’ as this was the container more specific to the content regarding 
the title. However, this was also unsuccessful: 

Applying the Same Method to the ‘events_title’ ‘class’ in the CSS file 

 

The Outcome of this on the Web Page (This was Unsuccessful) 
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Following on from this, I then decided to include the style as an ‘inline’ style as I thought this may 
have a better impact due to the fact that the style was being applied to the element directly: 

Applying the Style as an ‘inline’ Style in the PHP file 

 

This then solved the issue and now the heading was displaying in the correct colour: 

The Outcome of this on the Page (This was Successful) 
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After this issue had been resolved, I then added in the paragraph text for each event, however this 
caused formatting issues where the content wouldn’t be displayed centrally again, as will be evident 
below: 

Adding the Paragraph text to each Event 

 

The Formatting Issues Created by doing this 
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As a result of experiencing the formatting issues seen above, I then created new containers relating 
to each piece of content underneath the title and applied ‘padding’ as I thought this may help to 
push the content inwards and towards the centre. This process can be viewed below: 

Adding ‘padding’ to each of the Newly Created Containers in the CSS file 
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However, after testing, I realised that this hadn’t affected the outcome on the page: 

The Outcome of this on the Web Page (This wasn’t Successful) 

 

After having failed with the previous attempt, I then decided to add ‘padding’ to the parent 
container instead as I thought this may help to position everything more centrally by pushing 
everything in further: 

Adding ‘padding’ to the ‘events_section’ Container in the CSS file 
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This change had then worked and now everything was being positioned more centrally within this 
section as required: 

The Outcome of this on the Web Page (This was Successful) 
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Attempting to add an Animation to the Heading Text of the Page 
Another area I tried exploring on the home page was attempting to integrate an animation into the 
underline element of the word ‘human’ as seen on the current version created by ‘The ICE Agency’: 

The Animation on the Current Version of the Website 

 

 

 

The Original Version of this Section Before Changes – PHP file 

 

As can be seen above, at this stage ‘WordPress’ had been utilised to allow for changing of the 
content for the heading section with the font being set to ‘60px’ in size. 

The Original Version of this Section Before Changes – The Outcome 
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After viewing the current version of the website created by ‘The ICE Agency’, I then implemented 
‘span’ tags around the word ‘human’ as this was meant to be underlined and this was applied to try 
and integrate animation, as done on the completed website. However, this was unsuccessful as the 
underline didn’t appear on the web page: 

Adding ‘span’ tags around the Required text in the Advanced Custom Fields in WordPress 

 

The Outcome on the Web Page (The Underline didn’t Appear) 
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After the previously failed attempt, I then added ‘text-decoration: underline;’ to the ‘span’ as I 
thought this would create an underline similar to that with hyperlinks. As expected, this did work 
and now the underline appeared on the page: 

Adding ‘text-decoration: underline;’ to the ‘span’ within WordPress 

 

The Outcome of this on the Web Page (The Underline now Appeared) 

 

After managing to make the underline appear, I then began to try and animate this so that it would 
change in width, providing a feeling of the fact that it was growing on the page. Therefore, I created 
an animation which changed the width of this underline from ‘0%’ to ‘100%’ and assigned this to the 
‘span’ tags used. This was completed through the use of ‘@keyframes’ within the ‘CSS’ file: 

Adding the CSS Animation to the ‘span’ tags within the CSS file 
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However, I then changed this to border bottom, after trying ‘text-decoration’, instead as the 
animation wasn’t functioning when loading the web page from the previous two attempts. I thought 
adding a bottom border would allow for easier changing of the width of the border than that of the 
two previous attempts. The process for the ‘text-decoration’ attempt can be viewed below: 

Adding ‘text-decoration’ as I thought that if I Didn’t Display it and then Display it after a set time, 
that this would cause an Animation to Occur 

 

The Outcome of adding ‘text-decoration’ to the text (This Didn’t Work) 

 

 

After starting to experiment with ‘border-bottom’, I then realised after undertaking research that 
the length of a border couldn’t be changed which meant that I discounted the idea of using this to 
create the animation. As a result of this, I thought I could add a ‘hr’ tag to the whole of the text and 
attempt to animate this instead as I found it difficult to make the original idea fully function. I 
believed adding a ‘hr’ tag would be easier to animate due to the fact that I could change its width. 
This process can be viewed below: 

Adding the ‘hr’ tag into the PHP file 

 

The Outcome of Adding the ‘hr’ tag on the Web Page 
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After completing the previous task, I then decided to add an animation to the ‘hr’ tag, undertaking a 
similar process to that as I did for the ‘span’ tag. I set the width to change from ‘0%’ to ‘80%’ in 
width over a set period of time with the ‘animation-timing-function’ being ‘ease’ to create a smooth 
animation on the page: 

Creating and Applying the animation to the ‘hr’ tag in the CSS file 

 

After undertaking the previous process, this now worked successfully and the ‘hr’ tag would 
animate, providing a sense of growth as will be seen below: 

The Outcome of this on the Web Page (This now Animated on the Page) 
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Issue with Some Responsive Images 
During another stage, I had encountered an issue with regards to some of the images not being 
responsive on the home page as will be seen below: 

The Current CSS Code for these Images in the CSS file 

 

As is evident above, at the current time, I had set the width of the image(s) to ‘400px’ with a height 
of ‘auto’ as I believed this would help to reduce the image in size when reducing the screen 
resolution. However, as stated before, this wasn’t helping to make the image(s) responsive: 

The Current Issue explained Previously 

 

I believe that in order to resolve the issue above, I had changed the width from a set width to a 
percentage instead such as ‘100%’. 
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Building the About Page 
The Required Outcome from the Provided Design 
As I was supplied with two ‘Adobe Photoshop’ files, one for each page relating to its design, this was 
something that was used to understand how to approach the task. The design for the about page 
can be viewed below: 

The Adobe Photoshop file for the About Page Design 
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Establishing the ‘about.php’ file and Linking this to WordPress 
To begin this page, I first of all created the file called ‘about.php’, creating a template name called 
‘About Page’ so that the code could link to the created ‘WordPress’ page. This process can be viewed 
below: 

Establishing the ‘about.php’ file – Creating the Template Name and Integrating the Header and 
Footer Aspects into the file 

 

 

Creating the WordPress Page and Assigning the Template Name to the Page 
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As well as undertaking the task shown above, I also integrated custom fields to allow for changing of 
specific content on the page. This was through the use of the ‘Advanced Custom Fields’ plugin which 
was installed and activated. This then allowed for creation of a field group for the about page called 
‘About Custom Fields’ where custom fields were created for each piece of content that needed to be 
able to be changed. This process can be viewed below: 

Installing and Activating the ‘Advanced Custom Fields’ Plugin on WordPress 

 

Creating the Custom Fields Group and Assigning this to the Page Template Called ‘About Page’ 
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After creating the field group, I then created each of the custom fields which would link to each of 
the required aspects in the ‘PHP’ file. This would be through the ‘Name’ aspect and this process can 
be viewed below: 

Creating the Custom Fields on WordPress 
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Assigning the Custom Fields’ ‘Names’ to the Required Aspects in the PHP file (Examples Highlighted) 
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After assigning the correct custom fields to the correct areas of the code, this then allowed for 
changing of the content in the fields on the page created in ‘WordPress’ of which can be seen below: 

The Custom Fields now Appeared on the Created Page, Allowing for Edits 
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The Join Us Section 
Whilst progressing well with the join us section of the about page, I encountered an issue. This 
related to the fact that I thought I could style the text on the ‘See Careers’ button/link to be 
‘transparent’ so that when hovering over the button/link, this would change so that the text would 
appear as the background colour of the section instead. However, this didn’t work as will be seen 
below and I therefore had to change the colour of the text to match that of the background colour in 
order to make the required appearance occur on the page: 

Adding the ‘color: transparent;’ Style for the Button/Link in the CSS file on the ‘Hover’ Effect 

 

The Outcome of this on the Web Page – Before Hovering over the Button/Link 
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The Outcome of this on the Web Page – Whilst Hovering over the Button/Link 

 

The Integrated Solution of Changing the Text Colour to the Background Colour Manually in the CSS 
file 

 

The Outcome of this on the Web Page – Whilst Hovering over the Button/Link (This now Worked) 
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Furthermore, within this section, I also tried to position the button so that it would be aligned to the 
left in the same alignment as the heading and text aspects as at the moment, this was positioned 
centrally. Therefore, I firstly tried to achieve this with ‘float: left;’ as I believed this would position 
the button to the left of the container. However, this didn’t work as will be evident below: 

Adding ‘float: left;’ in the CSS file 

 

To explain this section at the current time, the ‘join_section’ was acting as the parent container 
where the background colour was applied as well as a background image. The ‘flex-direction’ was set 
to ‘row’ to ensure that the other containers inside, not displayed above, would be displayed in row 
format with ‘padding’ being applied as well so that the containers would be spaced further from the 
edges of the section. A container had also been created for the button/link called ‘ju_btn_container’ 
so that I could position this separately to the other title and paragraph text. 
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The Outcome on the Web Page of adding ‘float: left;’ (This Didn’t Position the button to the Left)  

 

As a result of this, I then thought I would remove the ‘padding’ because I believed this to be causing 
space around the button/link. I then fully understood this was the reason why the button was being 
positioned centrally and without the ‘padding’, this meant that the button/link wasn’t being pushed 
inwards and now meant that the button/link was now aligned in the same position as the heading 
and text: 

Removing the ‘padding’ in the CSS file for the ‘ju_btn_container’ 
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The Outcome of this on the Web Page (The Button/Link was now Aligned Correctly on the Page to the 
Left) 

 

Another issue I encountered within the ‘Join Us’ section related to one I had experienced before on 
the home page with regards to the text not remaining in its container and overflowing, causing an 
untidy appearance: 

The Current CSS Code in the CSS file 
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The Current Issue Explained with the Text Overflowing for the Button/Link 
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To solve this issue, I therefore added a fixed width of ‘200px’ to the actual button/link and added a 
width of ‘100%’ and a height ‘auto’ to the container for this button. This then resolved the issue and 
the text would now remain in the button/link: 

Making Alterations to the CSS file as Explained above 

 

The Outcome of these Changes on the Web Page (This then Solved the Issue) 
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General Activities/Issues 
Although some general work or issues may have been placed in other sections of this document, this 
section still contains areas which related to the whole of the work experience. 

Attempting to make Some of the Work Responsive for Mobile Devices 
One generic area that I undertook related to wanting to make the work I had completed to a certain 
point of the work experience responsive. I asked the developer(s) how to allow ‘Flexbox’ to function 
on mobile devices, asking if ‘media queries’ could be utilised, changing the ‘flex-direction’ to position 
the page in a column format. I was informed that this was correct and that I could also reduce it in 
size gradually by using a grid, placing two or three items for example. Therefore, I began to 
undertake this task, first of all analysing the current website created by ‘The ICE Agency’: 

Analysing Part of the Current Website on a Mobile Screen Size 
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One aspect I struggled with whilst trying to make what I had completed so far responsive was the 
part of the home page which contained the work section. This was because I had managed to display 
this in a ‘column’ format but now needed to have the bigger image and more prominent work 
placed above the smaller pieces but at the moment this was positioned the opposite way as will be 
evident below: 

The Required Outcome Based on the Current Website Created by ‘The ICE Agency’ 

 

The Current CSS Code within the ‘Media Query’ 

 

As can be seen above, at this stage I had changed the ‘flex-direction’ for the parent container to 
‘column’ as well as that for the ‘work_container’ ‘class’ as I thought that this would help to order the 
items in a column format in the correct order. 
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However, I soon realised that this hadn’t been successful with regards to displaying the items in the 
correct order with the other work being placed above the highlighted work. However, the items 
were now displaying in column format on the page: 

The Current Outcome on the Web Page 
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At a later stage, I had managed to resolve this issue by adding the ‘order’ style to the other work 
section and this, as a result, caused the highlighted work to appear above this: 

Adding the ‘order’ Style to the CSS file for the ‘sw_section’ Container 

 

The Outcome on the Web Page (This now Positioned the Items in the Correct Order) 
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Examples of Establishing Different Custom Field Types 
Although previously shown for each of the pages, the purpose of this section is to demonstrate how 
I established different custom field types such as images and text in the ‘WordPress’ interface and 
how changing the content of these reflected on the pages. 

Text Fields 
Creating the Text Custom Field in the Field Group of WordPress (Example Displayed) 

 

As can be seen above for this field type, I selected ‘Field Type’ as ‘Text’ and all of the settings 
remained at their default with the exception of entering a ‘Field Label’ which would appear as the 
title of the field on the page when editing the content. Another exception was the fact that I had 
entered a ‘Field Name’ to link the field to the area required within the code. The final change was 
adding text for the ‘Instructions’ aspect that would display instructions whilst on the page, editing 
the content. 
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Changing the Content on the Page where the Custom Field was Situated 
After establishing the custom field in ‘WordPress’, this would then allow for changing of the content 
for this section of the page. This process can be viewed below: 

Changing the Content in the Custom Field and the Outcome – Before 

 

 

Changing the Content in the Custom Field and the Outcome – After 
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Image Fields 
Creating the Image Custom Field in the Field Group of WordPress (Example Displayed) 

 

As can be seen above for this field type, I selected ‘Field Type’ as ‘Image’ and all of the settings 
remained at their default with the exception of entering a ‘Field Label’ which would appear as the 
title of the field on the page when editing the content. Another exception was the fact that I had 
entered a ‘Field Name’ to link the field to the area required within the code. Furthermore, I added 
text for the ‘Instructions’ aspect that would display instructions whilst on the page, editing the 
content. One final area to highlight is the fact that I had selected the ‘Return Value’ as ‘Image URL’ 
so that this would allow for the image to be displayed on the page. 
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Changing the Content on the Page where the Custom Field was Situated 
After establishing the custom field in ‘WordPress’, this would then allow for changing of the content 
for this section of the page. If an image hadn’t been selected before, the user could either select to 
upload an image to use or to select one from the ‘Media Library’. This process can be viewed below: 

Selecting the ‘Add Image’ Button to Insert an Image 

 

Either Selecting to Upload Image (First two Images) or Select one from the ‘Media Library’ (Last 
Image) 
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After selecting or changing the image, this then reflected in the custom field and when selecting 
‘Update’ and previewing the page, this had now added the image to the page where required: 

The Image had now Applied to the Custom field and Page 
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Time Picker Field 
Although this wasn’t a requirement to be one of the fields I was intrigued to understand how this 
would work and so therefore established this in the banner section of the home page. 

Creating the Time Picker Custom Field in Field Group of WordPress 

 

As can be seen above for this field type, I selected ‘Field Type’ as ‘Time Picker’ and all of the settings 
remained at their default with the exception of entering a ‘Field Label’ which would appear as the 
title of the field on the page when editing the content. Another exception was the fact that I had 
entered a ‘Field Name’ to link the field to the area required within the code. Furthermore, I added 
text for the ‘Instructions’ aspect that would display instructions whilst on the page, editing the 
content. 
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Changing the Content on the Page where the Custom Field was Situated 
After establishing the custom field in ‘WordPress’, this would then allow for changing of the content 
for this section of the page. The user would be able to select the custom field where they could then 
enter the required time for the page, using the ‘Select’ button to confirm. This process can be 
viewed below: 

Changing the Content in the Custom Field and the Outcome – Before 

 

 

Changing the Content in the Custom Field and the Outcome – After 

 

 

 

The final aspect to note on this section is that I then thought the time would automatically update 
but I soon realised that this didn’t and remained at the same time inputted into the custom field. 
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The Final Outcomes of each Page 
After progressing further with both of the pages for the work experience, I had then managed to 
produce the following outcomes for each page. Please note that the pages may have changed by a 
considerable amount since shown previously and I needed to change some of the styles to reflect 
the about page before adding an animation to an image on the home page. This is because the same 
‘class’ had been assigned to some, if not all, of the images on the about page. 

The ‘index.php’ file (Home Page) 
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The ‘about.php’ file (About Page) 
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The ‘header.php’ file (Header Section to Integrate into both Pages) 

 

The ‘footer.php’ file (Footer Section to Integrate into both Pages) 
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The CSS Code for both Pages – Desktop 
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The CSS Code for both Pages – Mobile 
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The Final Outcomes – The Home Page (Desktop and Mobile Screen Resolutions) 
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The Final Outcomes – The About Page (Desktop and Mobile) 
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Conclusion 
Throughout the work experience at ‘The ICE Agency’, I had managed to learn many new areas of 
website development such as ‘Gulp JS’ and ‘Flexbox’ and I believe this will help myself when 
progressing further with my aspirations of undertaking website development as a career in the near 
future. I am very thankful towards ‘The ICE Agency’ for allowing me to undertake this work 
experience with them. As a finishing note, one of the developers at ‘The ICE Agency’ kindly provided 
me with the feedback shown below: 

"Daniel has a real passion for web development. He has a brilliant attitude and commitment to 
learning new skills. During his week at The ICE Agency, he got hands-on experience working with 
WordPress and gained knowledge using PHP, HTML, CSS, SASS, JavaScript, Gulp and Apache. He 
also learned about working within a development team, using JIRA and Git". 
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